69 Students and Scholars from France at Northwestern

4 Undergraduate
7 Masters
17 Doctoral
41 Scholars*

*Scholars category includes visiting faculty, researchers, post-doctoral fellows and lecturers

113 Northwestern Students in France

83 Undergraduate
30 Graduate

60 undergraduate students on Northwestern programs, 23 undergraduate students on affiliated programs, 22 MBA students on exchange programs, 3 medical students on rotation, and 5 PhD students enrolled in dual degree programs

Global Learning Office

Public Health in Europe: Fall undergraduate program at Sciences Po. Courses include French language and studies in healthcare policy, health inequalities and the role of international institutions. Taught by Sciences Po and Northwestern faculty

European Union Studies: Fall undergraduate at Sciences Po. Courses include French language and studies in political economy, social policy and decision-making. Taught by Sciences Po and Northwestern faculty

Art, Literature, and Contemporary European Thought: Fall undergraduate program at Université Sorbonne Nouvelle-Paris 3 and Sciences Po. Courses include French language and studies in critical theory, comparative literature, and art. Taught by École Normale Supérieure, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle-Paris 3, and Northwestern faculty

Sciences Po: Fall, winter-spring, or full year undergraduate exchange (Paris or Reims)

Université Sorbonne Nouvelle - Paris 3: Fall, winter-spring, or full year undergraduate exchange

Feinberg School of Medicine

Université de Strasbourg - Nouveau Hôpital Civil: Clinical rotations for medical students
PROGRAMS AND PARTNERSHIPS  Continued

Kellogg School of Management
École Supérieure des Sciences Economiques et Commerciales: MBA exchange
INSEAD – Fontainebleau: MBA exchange
HEC-ISA School of Management: MBA exchange

McCormick School of Engineering
Université de Pau et Des Pays de l'Adour: Research

Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications
Sciences Po: Graduate exchange in Integrated Marketing Communications (Medill IMC in Paris)

Northwestern Pritzker School of Law
Sciences Po Law School: Student exchange, joint JD-Masters degree in Economic Law

The Graduate School
École Normale Supérieure de Lyon: Faculty exchange, student exchange
École Normale Supérieure de Paris: Faculty exchange, student exchange, dual PhD*
École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS): Faculty exchange, dual PhD
Sciences Po: Faculty exchange, student exchange, dual PhD*
Université Sorbonne Nouvelle - Paris 3: Paris Program in Critical Theory: Full-year doctoral program with fall seminars and winter/spring research hosted at Université Sorbonne Nouvelle-Paris 3, Dual PhD* (*in anthropology, comparative literary studies, history, political science, and sociology)

COLLABORATION HIGHLIGHTS

The French Interdisciplinary Group (FIG) FIG was created in 1996 to promote long-term intellectual exchanges and collaborations in all disciplines with partner institutions in France. Ongoing research collaborations include projects on Security and Governance in Africa, Critical Theory, Early Modern Studies, and Contemporary Literature in English. FIG has established a dual PhD and several graduate exchanges.

The Summer Institute of Psychoanalysis is a joint venture of Northwestern University and Université Sorbonne-Nouvelle that was inaugurated in 2017. Doctoral and postdoctoral students in the humanities from Europe, Israel, Latin America, and the U.S., meet for an intensive weeklong workshop to study the intersection of psychoanalysis and the human sciences. In 2023, the Institute was held at the Sorbonne Nouvelle on the topic of “Psychoanalysis and Gender.”

750+ Alumni based in France